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Indoor Yacht
Air Quality 2019
Is Your Boat Healthy?
Does Your Boat Have Mold & Mildew?

Do You Have Itchy Eyes or Coughing?

LIMITED TIME OFFER – GET A FREE GRAY WOLF INDOOR AIR QUALITY TEST – PG. 8

PROBLEM:

Your Yacht’s Indoor Air Quality Is
Humid and Unhealthy
DDItchy, watery eyes
DDFrequent sneezing and runny nose
DDFeel sick with a sore throat and cough
DDUnpleasant mildew, fuel and waste odors
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fact

fact

“Mold spores exposure can irritate
the eyes, nose, throat and lungs.
Symptoms include sneezing, runny
nose, red eyes…organic compounds
produced by molds have strong or
unpleasant odors.”

“Formaldehyde can make you feel
sick and have symptoms such as sore
throat, cough, scratchy eyes and
might increase the chance of cancer.”

fact

fact

“…to control indoor mold growth is to
reduce indoor humidity to 30-60%.”

Your yacht’s A/C dehumidify control
switch cannot reduce humidity levels
enough to eliminate mold growth.

SOLUTION:

Get a Whole-Boat Dehumidifier
System by RiteAire Marine™
DDReduce relative humidity to 40-50%
DDControl formaldehyde and VOC levels
DDNo mold, mildew or unpleasant odors
DDBreathe healthy air and feel comfortable onboard

PATENT PENDING

How it works:
The RiteAire Marine™ dehumidifier system draws
in moist air through an optimum point in the boat.
The unit lowers the humidity by 30% per pass.
The system distributes the dry air via the ductwork to
the main salon, multiple staterooms, and other yacht

areas. The dry supply air mixes with moist air and
recirculates this moist air back to the dehumidifier unit.
The cycle continues automatically, reducing humidity
moisture, VOCs, odor, and mold spores from the yacht
air until the set point on the humidistat is reached.

Dry air supply
Humid air return
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INDOOR YACHT AIR QUALITY SUCCESS STORY

UNHEALTHY ZONE

Formaldehyde ppb

DDMoist, humid air
DD60-70% relative humidity
DD60-75 ppb formaldehyde
DDMold, VOCs and waste odors
DDItchy, watery eyes
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DEHUMIDIFIER TURNED ON

TEST RESULTS: VIKING 61' SPORTFISH
HEALTHY ZONE
DDDry, dehumidified air
DD40-50% relative humidity
DD40-60% reduced formaldehyde
DDNo mold, no mildew
DDSymptom free

A/C On ‒ RAM Off

Both A/C & RAM On

A/C On ‒ RAM Off

Both A/C & RAM On

Temperature °F
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Both A/C & RAM On
40-50% Relative Humidity
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A/C On ‒ RAM Off
60-70% Relative Humidity
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31-Jul-2018 12:00 AM
31-Jul-2018 12:00 PM
1-Aug-2018 12:00 AM
1-Aug-2018 12:00 AM
2-Aug-2018 12:00 AM
2-Aug-2018 12:00 PM
3-Aug-2018-12:00 AM
31-Jul-2018 6:00 AM
31-Jul-2018 6:00 PM
1-Aug-2018 6:00 AM
1-Aug-2018 6:00 PM
2-Aug-2018 6:00 AM
2-Aug-2018 6:00 PM

Testimonial:
“Air conditioners alone can’t do the job. With a RiteAire Marine
dehumidifier you can feel the dry-air difference immediately.”
JAY CHATHAM, BACKLASH MARINE MANAGEMENT, VIKING 61
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*Actual test data from 61' yacht using Gray Wolf Sensing
Unit. This equipment is used by the EPA, OSHA and
the U.S. government to test, document and certify all
scientific indoor air-quality measurements.

No More Itchy Eyes In The Morning
THE PROBLEM
I have a 61-foot Viking boat and my wife, and I cruise our boat.

THE SOLUTION
We came up with a whole boat ducted dehumidifier system.

We use it extensively and sleep on the boat. What I
realized is that, when I would wake up in the morning,
I would have itchy eyes and I would be stuffed up.

RiteAire Marine Whole-Boat Ducted Dehumidifier Solution
From research, we knew that it was important to
reduce the moisture under 50%. Air conditioning
cannot reduce the humidity below 50%.
Viking 61', Cadence
We ran our air-conditioner at low temperatures, but
something was going on in the boat and so I decided to get
a portable dehumidifier and placed it outside the master
stateroom. I turned the dehumidifier on, I was amazed, after
about five hours, how much water was in that container.
I continued to run the dehumidifier for a couple
of years, but there was a problem.
It was not convenient that every time we would leave
the harbor. We would need to manage the portable
dehumidifier, empty the bucket, and move it to a
closet. Inevitably, moving it to the closet, water would
spill on me from the coils and onto the carpet.
When we would come back into the harbor, we would
need to take it out of the closet and reconnect it. It did
help the itchy eyes and the stuffiness in the morning.

We learned that when moisture is over 50%, it holds
items like dust mites, mold spores, and we learned
that it holds chemicals like formaldehyde.

END RESULTS
Now that we have that whole boat ducted dehumidifier
solution in place, we no longer have these problems.
Now, when I wake up in the
morning, I don’t have itchy
eyes, I don’t have stuffiness.
I feel healthy and we know
that we’re maintaining
a healthy environment
within the entire yacht.

Ted Reese, Captain
and Owner
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INDOOR YACHT AIR QUALITY SUCCESS STORY

TEST RESULTS: VIKING 66' SPORTFISH

Formaldehyde ppb
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Relative Humidity
%RH

120

Temperature °F

DDMoist, humid air
DD60-70% relative humidity
DD60-75 ppb formaldehyde
DDMold, VOCs and waste odors
DDItchy, watery eyes

HEALTHY ZONE

DEHUMIDIFIER TURNED ON

UNHEALTHY ZONE

DDDry, dehumidified air
DD40-50% relative humidity
DD40-60% reduced
formaldehyde
DDNo mold, no mildew
DDSymptom free
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A/C On ‒ RAM Off

Both A/C & RAM On
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Both A/C & RAM On
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Both A/C & RAM On
40-50% Relative Humidity
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A/C On ‒ RAM Off
60-70% Relative Humidity
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16-Jun-2015 12:00 AM

17-Jun-2015 12:00 AM
17-Jun-2015 12:00 AM

18-Jun-2015 12:00 AM
18-Jun-2015 12:00 AM

Testimonial:
“It took away my watery eyes and runny nose, I was amazed. I am
very pleased with the high-quality installation, performance and
benefits of the RiteAire Marine™ Dehumidifier and would recommend
it to any big boat owner.”
CAPTAIN MIKE HUNTER, PRINCESS LILY, VIKING 66
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19-Jun-2015 12:00 AM
19-Jun-2015 12:00 AM

*Actual test data from 66' yacht using Gray Wolf Sensing
Unit. This equipment is used by the EPA, OSHA and
the U.S. government to test, document and certify all
scientific indoor air-quality measurements.

Problem is Caused by Excess Humidity Inside Most Every Yacht
THE PROBLEM

END RESULTS

I am Captain Mike Hunter and I skipper a 66-foot Viking
called the Princess Lily. The yacht is beautiful inside and
out and a big part of my job is to keep it that way.

In no time at all,
RiteAire Marine™ took
the excess humidity
out of the boat
without affecting the
inside temperature
at all, something
air conditioners
alone cannot do.

I’ve been around big
boats a long time and
during the high heat, high
humidity days of summer
in southern Florida.

High 62% humidity
measurements before installation

I get allergy-like
symptoms of itchy,
watery eyes and
a runny nose. The
catch is, I don’t have
allergies and I only
get bothered when I
am on a big boat for a
couple of days or more.

The problem is caused
by the excess humidity
present inside most every yacht, in the fabrics, the carpet, the
vents, the wooden appointments, anywhere moisture can hide.

THE SOLUTION
In June of 2015, the owners, had a RiteAire
Marine™ Dehumidification System installed, four
months after the yacht was purchased.
Hector Escardo, Co-owner/Director of Installations of
the company said, “The system would maintain the
interior of the yacht at a constant, perfect humidity
level whatever the temperature, inside or out.”
I admit, I was skeptical at first, but immediately
after the system was installed, I felt the
difference, and so did the owners.

It took away my
watery eyes and
runny nose. I
was amazed.

Viking 66' Princess Lily

We set the humidity
level to a healthy 49%
and that is where
it stays regardless
of the temperature
inside or out.

Their custom installation pulls moist air in, then sends
dry air out from the RiteAire Marine™ unit to multiple
living zones within the boat. Operation is foolproof,
automatic, quiet and uses very little power.
It will help the owner’s
family and guests enjoy the
benefits of healthy humidity
levels while protecting the
beautiful interior of his
yacht from moisture.
I am very pleased with the
high-quality installation,
performance and benefits of the
RiteAire Marine™ Dehumidifier
and I would recommend it
to any big boat owner.

Hector Escardo

See more Success Stories at
riteairemarine.com/success-stories
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LIMITED TIME FREE SPECIAL OFFER

Test Your Yacht Air Quality
Get Your Yacht Air Quality Scientifically Tested – FREE!
RiteAire Marine will temporarily install the Gray Wolf sensing
indoor air quality equipment on your yacht for 2-3 days. It’s
so small, you won’t even know the equipment is on board.
This is the same Gray Wolf test equipment used by the
EPA and CDC. All your yacht air quality test information
regarding humidity, formaldehyde and temperature data
results will be printed and explained in our report with you.

• No cost
• No obligation
• Limited time offer

Call 727-954-5885 to see if you qualify.

Testimonials:

Successful Yacht Installations Include:

“It took away my watery eyes and runny nose, I was
amazed. I am very pleased with the high-quality installation,
performance and benefits of the RiteAire Marine™ Dehumidifier
and would recommend it to any big boat owner.”
CAPTAIN MIKE HUNTER, PRINCESS LILY, VIKING 66

“I am very, very pleased with RiteAire Marine™ and would
recommend this outstanding system to any yacht owner
wishing to protect his health and his yacht from mold and
moisture. Thanks, RiteAire Marine™ for a job well done!”
DR. KALISCH, 84’ BAIA

“With RiteAire Marine™ Solution in operation on a Viking 61,
the hu¬midity level automatically stays at 45%. The yacht just
smells clean. No musty, damp air odor typical of most yachts.
Air conditioners alone can’t do the job. With a RiteAire Marine
Dehumidifier you can feel the dry air difference immediately. “
JAY CHATHAM, BACKLASH MARINE MANAGEMENT

“When I wake up in the morning, I don’t have itchy eyes, I
don’t have stuffiness. I feel healthy and we know that we’re
maintaining a healthy environment within the entire yacht.”
TED REECE, CADENCE, 61’ VIKING

2401-C 28th Ave N, St. Petersburg, Fl 33713 | 727-954-5885
riteairemarine.com | info@riteairemarine.com

